Alive

Stella Crosss heart is poisoned. After years on the transplant waiting list, shes running out of
hope that shell ever see her eighteenth birthday. Then, miraculously, Stella receives the
transplant she needs to survive. Determined to embrace everything she came so close to losing,
Stella throws herself into her new life. But her recovery is marred with strange side effects:
Nightmares. Hallucinations. A recurring pain that flares every day at the exact same moment.
Then Stella meets Levi Zin, the new boy on everyones radar at her Seattle prep school. Stella
has never felt more drawn to anyone in her life, and soon she and Levi can barely stand to be
apart. Stella is convinced that Levi is her soul mate. Why else would she literally ache for him
when they are apart? After all, the heart never lies...does it?
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Other Words from alive Synonyms & Antonyms Choose the Right Synonym More Example
Sentences Learn More about alive. These example sentences are selected automatically from
various online news sources to reflect current usage of the word 'alive.' Views expressed in the
examples do. alive definition: 1. living, not dead: 2. If something is alive, it continues to exist:
3. living; having life; not dead. Learn more. Alive always follows the noun which it qualifies,
for example The bee is alive . Before a noun, the adjectives living or live may be used with a
similar meaning. Alive definition, having life; living; existing; not dead or lifeless. See more.
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free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for alive. Alive
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